A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
by anti-Catholic teachers. No one could be a schoolmaster or
a tutor or a Fellow of a college save in conformity with the
Government, and the general tone of such teaching as a whole
was anti-Catholic and even Calvinist in spirit.
 (4)	There was being suggested, partly by design from above
and partly instinctively from below, the worship of the nation
in the place of the old creed; nationalism had begun to appear
in its new mystical form—that is, as a sort of religion.   This
emotion was not to come to its fall growth for many generations
(it has reached its acme in our own day);  but it was already
vigorous in these last years of Elizabeth's reign.   In so far as
the Cecils originated it—and they certainly nurtured it—this
change in the object of worship was their chief triumph, and it
was a more profound religious change than the doctrinal one.
 (5)	Lastly we must remember the effect of the Armada—its
failure strongly increased the national feeling, and a myth arose
around it such as arises around all religious emotions;  the
failure of the Spanish Armada became a landmark and a point
of departure.
The Spanish Armada. The word armada is only the
Spanish for * fleet,' and that the Spanish attempt of 1588, which
necessarily depended upon a fleet, should be called Armada at
all shows what an overwhelming place Spain held in the
thoughts of the time. It is always so with the leading Power of
any epoch—its terms are adopted by foreigners.
It was certain that the violent moral outrage of Mary's death
would lead to some attempt upon Cecil's Government, and pre-
sumably this attempt would be met by the Spanish power, which
had been steadily provoked by Cecil to the last point of endurance
for the past fifteen years; one may even say for the past eighteen
—since the detention of the Spanish ships and treasure. The
Cecils sent Drake out to attack Spain openly in the same year
that they had got rid of Mary, and that naval genius was not
disappointed. Here again Elizabeth tried to prevent the thing,
She recalled Drake; but her orders were not obeyed. In 1588
it was open war, and a Spanish fleet for the invasion of England
was prepared.
Two points must be appreciated in connection with the effort
Spain was about to make: first, what was thought of its chances,
ajad, secondly, the attitude of the English towards it. As to its
chances^ they were known to be doubtful. It was to be com-
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